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1. MOTIVATION 

Mesons with beauty and charm hold a special fascination for the theorist. A bound 
state of two heavy quarks, 8, admit~reliable calculations of both spectroscopy and decay. A 
rich spectrum of extremely narrow eb states awaits discovery. The deep binding of the heavy 
quarks has a pronounced influence upon the B, lifetimeand the pattern of weak decays. The 
decays of B, may open new ways of measuring the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix element I/,s. 

These are timely issues because the first’observation of B, is imminent. More than 
10’ b quarks are produced in a year’s run of the Tevatron Collider. They materialize not 
only iis 8. and Bd, but also as B,, bbaryons, and still rarer birds. CDF has successfully 
operated a silicon vertex detector in the Tevatron environment, and has shown that subtle 
spectroscopy of the xc states is possible in a hadran collider. The +n decay mode offers a 
reasonable tag for discovery and subsequent study of the L3,. For all these reasons, Estia 
Eichten and I are filling in a portrait of the 0, and its excited states.’ In this talk, I will 
summarize what we have learned.’ 

2. THE B, SPECTRUM 

The c& quarkonium system occupies a region of space already probed by the $ and T 
families, so the Schrhdinger equation will provide a reliable description of the bound-state 
spectrum. Calculating the B, mass is straightlorward: (i) Choose a quarkonium potential 
with c- and bquark mil~~es determined from ti and T; (ii) Compute the IS center of gravity; 
(iii) Add the hyperfine splitting, 

M(B,) = M(lS) - ?AM; M(B:) = M(lS) + !A,%4 , 

where Ah! = o,l9(0)l’/mam,. Alter surveying a variety of potentials that provide good 
descriptions of the 11 and f spectra, we estimate that M(B,) = 6256 fZ0 MeV/c’, and that 
M(B:) - I%!(&) e 72 MeV/e?. 

We have used standard methods to calculate the entire spectrum, including line- 
structure and hyperfine-structure splitting, in the Buchmidler-Tye potential.s Figure 1 
shows that approximately fifteen narrow states will lie below the BD flavor threshold. 
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Table 1. Partial decay rates and branching fractions for semi-inclusive B, decays 
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Figure I. The spectrum of cz states. 

3. TRANSITIONS WITHIN THE B, SPECTRUM 

The c& system is the true hadronic analog of the hydrogerr atom because. in contrast to 
c? or bi;, its constituents cannot annihilate into gluons. All the excited cz states below flavor 
threshold decay by electromagnetic or hadronic transitions that cascade to the ground-state 
B,, which decays weakly. Only for the 25 levels do hadranic decays (- IS + z,,) dominate 
over the electromagrwtic lransitions. All the c$ levels are extraordinarily narrow, with total 
widths ranging between 21 and 173 keV. 

We believe that, in time, it will be possible to map out part of the cl; spectrum by 
detecting y or RX in coincidence with weak decays of B,. That would be a wonderful triumph 
of experimental technique and ao opportunity to test our understanding of the force between 
quarks. 

4. THE LIFETIME OF B, 

Weak decays of B, proceed through the decay of either heavy quark or by c$ amihi- 
lation into a virtual Wt. To estimate the semi-inclusive decay rates of the c and 5 quarks, 
we madily the spectator picture to take account of the deep binding of the heavy quarks. 
The influence of confinement has been overlooked in previous work on 8, decays, in which 
c and b have been regarded m free. It has a decisive effect on the system&z of B, decays. 

For the (Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Mask&w-suppressed) decays of the 6 antiquark, the 
binding of the i to c reduces the i - E decay rate by about 40 percent compared with the 
decay rate of a free 6 antiquark, to r(U. + is + W’) = 3.9 x IO” SC’. 

For the (CKM-favored) decays of the c quark, binding suppresses the c - s transition 
by a factor of 4.8 compared to the decay r&e of an isolated c quark. This compensates for 
the favorable quark mixing (IV,,1 > IKaj) and makes the c + s decay, at r(Q, --t iu+ W’) = 
0.7 x IO” s-‘, less important than i --) E. 

Channel Partial Width (lOm 3.‘) Branching Fraction (%) 
(CZkV. 6.90 10 
ici’jpv; 6.86 IO 
@by, 1.33 2 
(c+d 18.79 27 
(CC)C.t 5.56 8 

(3)eu. 2.91 4 
mryu 2.67 4 
(&)ud 1.57 2 

T”, 6.70 10 
c3 15.77 23 
Total 69.06 

The compact size of the c6 system means that the pseudoscalar decay constant /s. will 
be large, so that annihilation decays into massive final states are also prominent. We adopt 
the value fsO = 500 MeV, suggested by quarkonium calculations, to estimate decay rater. 
Decays into tight products are helicity-suppressed, but decays into cs and T+U, proceed with 
significant rates, so that r(B, -+ W’) = 2.2 x 10” s-‘. 

The decay rates computed using constituent-quark masses for the decay products of 
the virtual W-bason are collected in Table 1. Adding up the decay rates presented there, we 
arrive at a total rate that corresponds to a lifetime r(B,) = 1.44 ps. Annihilations account 
for 33% of the total rate, c-decays for II%, and bdecays for 56%. Using current-quark 
masses instead of constituent-quark masses for the decay products of the viitual W’, we find 
r(B,) = 1.28 ps. In this case, c-decays increarre to 19% at lhe expense of annihilations. We 
adopt 1.35s 0.15 ps as our best semi-inclusive estimate for the 0, lifetime. The uncertainty 
reflects the broad range of experimentally allowed values of I&al, as well as limitations of 
the modified spectator approximation that we shall bring to light at once. 

To the extent that fs. is known-and we estimate that the uncertainty from potelltial 
model calculations is no more than 20% today-a measurement of the annihilation decay 
rale constitutes an independent determination of IVCal. It is worth thinking ahout how such 
measurements would be made, and normalized. 

6. EXCLUSIVE DECAYS 

Only a small number of final states are available for the decay of the charmed quark 
in B,. Among the Cabibbo-favored decays, the list 

is nearly exhaustive. We can use a combination of heavy-quark methods’ and the non,& 
tivistic wave functions to calculate the exclusive rates for these decays. We have found the 
semi-inclusive decay rate c --t s + W+ calculated in the spectator model to be significantly 
inaccurate for transitions like 8, + pB, 1’) that lie very ctose lo the kinematical limit. This 
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is because inclusive-exclusive duality is not local, but represents an averaging over a “typical 
hadronic” scale of energies. When the allowed phase space for decay is concentrated near 
threshold, semi-inclusive methods cannot be trusted. We estimate the exclusive decay rates 
IyB, 4 L&T) A? lyl3. --t L3.p) sz IO x 1O’o s-‘, far larger than the semi-inclusive estimate 
for 0, -+ (sb)ui that should include them. A similar conflict would arise in calculations of 
the tau decay rates, if the tau mars were around I GeVJc*. locreasing the excludve decays 
of the charmed quark will decrease r(B,) to perhaps I.1 to 1.2 ps. 

For the 6 - E transitions, the kinematical situation is favorable for trustworthy 
calculatiann of exclusive decay rates. The 8 moves with a velocity clone to that of the 
spectator c, so it is a good approximation to treat the wave functions of the B, initial state 
and the cE final state nonrelativistically. The rates for- the semileptonic decays to $, $‘, 
,yc, and I,., as well as the lepton spectra in the rest frame of the decaying B,, can then be 
calcolated in terms of a quantum-mechanical overlap integral. 

With an adventurous spirit, it takes just a little imagination to consider B, decays 
as a source of tagged B. for the study of B.-B, miring and CP violation io the B, system 
The decay 

8: 4 u!*‘e+u , 

VI 6) 

which occurs with a branching fraction about four percent for either electrons or muoos, 
identifies the flavor of 0, at the time of its productioo An I? signals the decay c + s, 
yielding iw = Ba, while an !- tags bS = B,. The subsequent decay of the E, into D.Pu or 
D-Ii+, etc. constitutes a second flavor measuremalt at the time of decay. Event rates at 
the SSC and LHC, or at the Tevatron with the Main Irijector, may make this a practical 
technique, particularly if displaced-vertex triggering becomes a reality. 

6. PRODUCTION AT THE TEVATRON 

Just how rare will B, be in high-energy collisions? A number of estimates, most 
recently a perturbative calculation of the rate at which energetic b quarks fragment into B, 
and B:, suggest that t?, should be produced at about 1Om3 of the b rate in the Tevatron 
collider.’ We would thereforeexpect about IO6 B. to be produced io the next collider run at 
Fermilab. Similar estimates suggest that a few hundred B, should be produced per million 
hadronic events at LEP. 

Promising signatures for the discovery of B, include 

& + +r 
1 e+e- or p+p- , 

for which we estimate a branching fraction of 0.4% times 6.3%, or 2.5 x lo-‘, and 

& --t *ev 

L e+e- or pfp- ( 

for which we estimate 1.5% times 6.3%, or 9.4 x lo-‘. The semi-inclusive branching fraction 
for B, -+ + + anything will be around 10%. The $a, mode may also be detected with good 
efticiency. Decay modes that involve two short tracks may also be appealing targets. The 
D:+ (s 5%) and B.n modes are of special interest. 

7. SUMMARY 

Mesons with beauty and charm are an interesting theoretical laboratory tbat should 
soon become accessib!e to experiment. We can predict the properties of c&states with co& 
dence. In particular, we expect the maas of the ground-state 0, to lie close to 6256 MeV/c’. 
More than a dozen narrow states lie below flavor threshold. They cascade to the ground 
state by makingelectromagneticor hadronic transitions within the& spectrum. The excited 
states are extraordinarily narrow. They may be observable in 7 or wr coincidences with B,. 

Weak decays of 0, are a&ted by the strong binding of the 6 and c constituents. Our 
estimates of the semi-inclusive decay rates lead to a lifetime r(B,) = I.35 f 0.15 ps that is 
appreciably longer than the guess r(B,) ~j (l/ra + l/r,)-’ z 0.71 to 0.88 ps, which neglects 
binding,. The semi-inclusive analysis understates the importanceof B. flight hadron modes. 
Our best lifetime estimate is 1.1 to I.2 ps. 

Finally, while R, is an exotic--indeed, undiscovered~state today, it may have im- 
portant practical applications io the future. The decay 13< 4 B,Pu may provide B clean and 
efficient flavor tag for 9,. 
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